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HARVARD ARAB 
WEEkEND 2016

North America’s top Arab students come together in a leading conference



ONE GROUP DOSSIER

Despite the difficulties in today’s world, despite the prejudices faced by many cultures, chief 
of which is the Arab culture, it is a greatly optimistic sign when these cultures are celebrated 
and recognized for their amazing achievements. And that is where the Harvard Arab Weekend 
comes in.

For the past decade, Harvard has organized a yearly affair spreading out over a weekend that 
welcomes Arabs who are students of or have graduated from North America’s Ivy League 
Universities, namely Harvard. This year marked the 10th Harvard Arab Weekend, and the event 
spanned over 4 days, from November 10 to 13. It brought together scores of likeminded people 
to discuss, debate, and learn more about the Middle East, through panels, keynote speeches, 

Harvard Arab Weekend | The conference room at Harvard Arab Weekend 2016



Harvard Arab Weekend | khalil Debs giving his keynote speech on socio-economic issues in the MENA region

Harvard Arab Weekend | Jean Traboulsi and the panel members at the event



performances, workshops, and networking events.
This year’s theme, “Beyond the Present: Striving Towards a 
Brighter Future”, discussed ways to channel the youth’s energy 
towards building the future of the Arab world, calling them 
the “fuel of change” and connecting them with key figures, 
influencers, and entrepreneurs from the Arab world who were 
also invited to the event, such as the Minister of Oil in Saudi 
Arabia who discussed women in kSA, and the CEO of General 
Electric.

Bank Audi was extended an invitation to this prestigious event, 
being considered as one of the major influencers in the region. 
The Bank was represented by khalil Debs, Group Head of 
Corporate Banking; he served as a keynote speaker, discussing 
socio-economic issues in the MENA region. Also invited was Jean 
Traboulsi, Head of Marketing and Communications, who was part 
of a panel discussing social enterprise in the Arab world.

The event was divided into 6 themed blocks, or segments: 
Activism – empowerment through connection; Reconstruction 
and identity; Media – changing narratives; Diplomacy and 
negotiation; Humanitarian work; and Arabs in the west – 
challenges and achievements. So to give the attendees a better 
chance at benefiting from the experience of meeting the invited 
regional influencers, a roundtable lunch was organized to further 
encourage constructive, innovative, and informative debates and 
dialogues.

ONE GROUP DOSSIER



Lebanese Diaspora Energy 2016 | Regional leaders on the stage of the LDE

Lebanese Diaspora Energy 2016 | H.E. Minister Gebran Bassil and Brazilian President’s daughter at the LDE Conference



“It’s a small world!” We’ve all heard this in abundance growing 
up, especially in Lebanon. As Lebanese, we are never surprised to 
discover that someone is somehow our distant cousin, no matter 
if they’re from north of the country and we’re from its south. So it 
should definitely come as no surprise that, even when we travel to 
the other end of the globe, we come across some distant relatives; 
however, while we may not call them family, we know them as 
the Lebanese Diaspora.

This November, members of Bank Audi Group, alongside 
representatives of the Lebanese Ministries of Tourism and Foreign 
Affairs, different leaders, and organizations from various fields, 
took the long trip to São Paulo, Brazil, to attend the Lebanese 
Diaspora Energy (LDE) conference on November 27 and 28, 2016. 
The conference brought the Lebanese party together with leaders, 
institutions, and representatives from all over Latin America.

The aim behind the LDE conference was to discuss economic, 
cultural, and social transnational cooperation, as well as 
opportunities of investment within the roles of banks and financial 
associations among Latin American and Lebanese entrepreneurs.

“The Lebanese Diaspora in Latin America has proven to be very 
successful in all sectors and contexts. It is our hope to explore 
the potential for collaboration and cooperation between the 
Lebanese residents and diaspora,” said H.E. Gebran Bassil, 
Lebanon’s Minister of Foreign Affairs. While the event showcased 

LEBANESE DIASPORA 
ENERGY 2016

Bank Audi sponsors LDE 2016 in São Paulo, Brazil



success stories of both residents and expatriates, the intention 
was to motivate them to stay connected by celebrating their joint 
heritage and returning to their roots. Finally, the LDE conference 
served to pitch the Lebanese Nationality Restoration Law to 
potential beneficiaries.

Due to the great number of Lebanese immigrants living in Latin 
America, with over 6 million in Brazil alone, the continent is 
widely regarded as an important niche for Bank Audi retail, 
corporate, and Private Bank. Bank Audi, an official sponsor at the 
LDE, was represented by Bassam Fares, Head of Latin America 
EMEA – Private Bank Geneva and Beirut; Joseph kesrouani, Head 
of Business Development – Bank Audi Beirut; Ahmad Moussa, 
Senior Private Banker; and Georges Azzi, Business Development – 
Latin America and Africa. This delegation group was tasked with 
discovering the needs, horizons, and potential of new investment 
domains in Latin American markets.



Lebanese Diaspora Energy 2016 | The crowd in front of the Bank’s stand at the LDE event

Lebanese Diaspora Energy 2016 | Bank Audi’s representatives at the LDE 2016

LEBANESE DIASPORA 
ENERGY 2016





Despite all odds – the fluctuations in foreign currency rates and 
economic stagnation caused by the uncertain global markets – 
Odeabank has increased its net profits by 214% in the 3rd quarter 
of 2016 when compared to the same period last year, to reach 
115.3 million TL. At the same time, its total credits have increased 
to 23.4 billion TL, its deposits to 25.5 billion TL, and its net assets 
to 33.1 billion TL.

In his statement, Odeabank’s CEO, Hüseyin Özkaya, said, “In 
spite of the economic uncertainties and fluctuatuons in foreign 
currency rates, we continue to grow profitably and move towards 
our goal of entering the major league of the sector.”

He went on to state that Odeabank increased its capital by 1 
billion TL in July, when Turkey was going through a sensitive 
period, showing yet again their confidence in the Turkish 
economy. With this capital increase, Odeabank enhances its credit 
support for investments and projects that will contribute to the 
development of the Turkish economy. This capital increase also 
allows the Bank to further support to SMEs that constitute 70% 
of employement in Turkey yet only benefit from 30% of the 
credits.

“We want to become the main bank for SMEs, which we have 
determined as our primary segment, providing them with more 
comprehensive services, through our ‘Personalized Banking’ 
approach. We aim to double our market share in credits given to 
this segment,” Özkaya conludes.

ODEABANk CLOSES IN ON 
THE “MAJOR LEAGUE”

Odeabank’s net profit on the 3rd quarter increases by 214%



TEkNO RAY SOLAR
Odeabank provides USD 12 million to support Tekno Ray Solar’s project

In this day and age, the smartest organizations are the ones that recognize the importance of energy 
production through renewable resources and support them. True to its young and innovative reputation, 
Odeabank recently financed a project by Tekno Ray Solar, a leading company in the solar energy sector, 
consisting of two solar power plants (CSP) in konya, Turkey.

The two CSPs, Altınekin and Cihanbeyli, will have a total capacity of producing 20.4 MW; combined, 
they will help save more than 50,000 trees annually, while preventing the emission of more than 20,000 
tons of CO

2
. Odeabank’s CEO, Hüseyin Özkaya, expressed his pleasure at being involved with Tekno Ray 

Solar on this project, which will increase Turkey’s energy capacity through clean and environmentally 
friendly resources. “Today,” he said, “producing energy from renewable resources is an essential part of 
building a sustainable economy.” 

Tekno Ray Solar | Huseyin Ozkaya at the press conference of the new Tekno Ray Solar Project



According to Altay Coskunoglu, CEO of Tekno Group, such 
investments are especially important for countries like Turkey, 
where an average of USD 55 billion is allocated annually for 
importing foreign energy resources. If Turkey was to implement 
a proper energy strategy, investing these billions in CSPs, it can 
reduce its energy imports by 75%, and get a return on investment 
within 3 years’ time. Germany, a country with almost no sun, 
generates a power of 44 GW from established CSPS; China 
generates more than 50 GW from its CSPs investments; and in 
2016 alone, the USA generated 20 GW from CSP investments. 

“When these factors are taken into account,” stated Mr. 
Coskunoglu, “it becomes obvious that Turkey needs to clear the 
way for CSP investments, especially with the present rates of solar 
irradiation. Currently, thanks to incentives provided to the solar 
sector, the CSP investment model has the fastest rate of return 
among all energy investments. If investments continue at this 
rate, Turkey would no longer be dependent on foreign energy 
resources in the near future.”

Furthermore, Berna Meriç, CFO of Tekno Group, concluded, 
“Despite the fact that most banks hesitated to invest in this 
project, solar energy being a relatively new sector, Odeabank 
recognized the added value these great projects have to our 
country; the financial support they have provided is needed in 
order to boost the economy and pursue relevant investments. 



NEW VISA CEDAR MILES 
CARD IN LBP

Bank Audi launches new the Visa Cedar Miles Card in LBP

Bank Audi’s commitment to supporting the 
economy has led to the launch of the new 
contactless Visa Cedar Miles Card in LBP, in 
collaboration with Middle East Airlines. It 
targets people whose salaries are domiciled in 
Lebanese Pounds. 

With this new card, customers can shop 
both in Lebanon and abroad,  then pay back 
their bill in LBP while collecting 1 mile for 
every LBP 2,000;  hence, they will be turning 
their spending into Cedar Miles that can 
be redeemed  with MEA or any of the 20 
Skyteam partners.

Concerning the launch of this new Visa card, 
Mrs. Randa Bdeir, Group Head of e-Payment 
Solutions and Card Services at Bank Audi, 
said, “We are proud to pursue this successful 
partnership with Middle East Airlines, which 
has been going strong for 13 years now, 
and which reinforces our commitment to 
encouraging the local economy through the 
launch of this innovative product in LBP. This 
new card offers our customers an exclusive 
miles program, as well as various travel 
privileges which would grant them the most 
out of their travel experience. It is also the 
first contactless co-branded card with MEA in 

LBP, which allows its cardholders to make fast 
and secure payments for everyday purchases, 
and to benefit from an exceptional mileage 
program, as they can collect miles to travel on 
board our national airline company.”

The cardholders will also enjoy a welcome 
bonus of 3,000 miles upon performing 
their first transaction, to help them take 
off faster. They will also have access to 
additional travel benefits, from free reward 
tickets, to ticket upgrade, to excess luggage 
rewards, in addition to free access to Beirut 
Lounge whenever they are traveling with 
MEA. Moreover, they will benefit from Travel 
Accident Insurance, as well as Purchase 
Protection coverage against loss or damage of 
items acquired with the card.

Both an awareness and a usage campaign 
have been launched last month and will 
last through the current, allowing the new 
cardholders to benefit from a special card 
annual fee of LBP 60,000 instead of LBP 
125,000, and a Beirut Duty Free gift voucher 
worth LBP 150,000, provided they spend LBP 
1,500,000 on their card either in November or 
December.  





Retail Business Lunches at Plaza | Pictures from the lunches with USJ and Sagesse representatives



As an initiative aimed to strengthen the bonds formed with these 
2 institutions, the Retail Department of Bank Audi Lebanon invited 
their main strategic partners to lunch.

On November 11, 2016, La Sagesse School’s administration 
was received at Plaza to join the Bank’s top management for 
a traditional luncheon. Then, on November 29, 2016, the 
same invitation was extended to Saint Joseph University’s 
representatives. 

On both occasions, Bank Audi’s top management, and 
representatives of different departments present, emphasized the 
Bank’s continuous support of their institutions, highlighting that 
it prioritizes initiatives that aim to empower the youth in order to 
help them thrive and achieve brighter futures.

RETAIL BUSINESS 
LUNCHES AT PLAzA

A yearly initiative with Sagesse Schools & Saint Joseph University



In a workshop held at Bank Audi Plaza in Bab Idriss on November 
4, 2016, and within the scope of its Environmental Protection 
pillar, Bank Audi launched a series of CSR initiatives addressed to 
schools.

The event marked the launch, for the second year in a row, of 
the “My Carbon Footprint” microsite – www.my-cfp.com, in 
collaboration with the Ministry of the Environment and the UNDP. 
It was attended by private and public schools’ representatives 
who were invited to acquire the necessary knowledge to support 
children participating in the competition.

Mrs. Lea kai Abou Jaoude, Manager at the UNDP Climate 
Change Office at the Ministry of the Environment, seized the 
occasion to introduce and distribute the Teachers’ Guidebook on 

CSR Initiatives | The workshop held in the Plaza conference room

CSR INITIATIVES
Mobilizing the Youth for a Better Environment



Climate Change, a helpful tool about to be integrated in schools’ 
curriculum to raise awareness on climate change and help the 
young deal with this issue.

Mrs. Hasmig khoury, Head of Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) at Bank Audi, stressed on the importance of taking action 
to limit our carbon footprint on the environment, and detailed 
how the “My Carbon Footprint” microsite incentivizes children 
to adopt responsible environmental practices. “The aim of this 
microsite is to engage our youth in reducing their household’s 
impact on the environment, in recognizing the importance of 
resources, and in acknowledging the carbon footprint we leave on 
Mother Earth. It is specifically addressed to children aged between 
10 and 15,” she explained.

As an additional incentive, the school with the highest number 
of participants will be offered an interactive board. The top three 
performers in impact reduction will be rewarded for their efforts: 
the first winner will receive an iPad, while the second and third 
winners will be granted professional bicycles.

On a parallel note, Mr. Hicham Selman, from the Association 
for Forests Development and Conservation (AFDC), presented 
Awareness on Wheels, a mobile unit equipped with awareness 
material (CDs, books, etc.) which will be presented by trained 
professionals. This project is in partnership with Green Cedar 
Lebanon and Beyond Magazine, and will reach out to schools 
across the country to consolidate the concept of sorting, 
minimizing and reusing waste, and recycling.

Last but not least, Mr. Gilbert Tegho, from e-Eco Solutions, invited 
schools to join the Green Schools Certification Program, clarifying 
the different guidelines to become a “green school” in various 
categories and according to a number of ratings.

In concluding the workshop, all speakers agreed that, together 
with Lebanon’s youth, we can and should adopt responsible 
environmentally-friendly practices, and reduce our carbon 
footprint to protect the environment.



CSR Lebanon Forum 2016 | Picture of the stage at the 6th CSR Lebanon Forum



CSR LEBANON 
FORUM 2016

How social impact influences corporate success

On October 27, Mr. Marc Audi, Bank Audi’s General Manager - 
Country Manager Lebanon, along with many colleagues, attended 
the 6th CSR Lebanon Forum titled “How Social Impact Influences 
Corporate Success”, under the patronage of H.E. Mr. Riad Salamé. 
Thriving members of the Lebanese society, along government and 
private sector representatives, participated in seminars, delivered 
speeches, and assisted in paneling discussions around Corporate 
Social Responsibility.

Bank Audi has been acknowledged by the CSR Lebanon Country 
Report as “a CSR leader in Lebanon, the only organization in 
Lebanon with a formal and fully dedicated Head of CSR, and has 
the only GRI-report in the country.” The Bank’s representatives at 
the forum asserted that it will continue to play the main role in 
raising awareness on the importance of social impact and value 
creation.

The speakers concentrated on the actions needed to help 
businesses and communities promote CSR policies and strategies, 
and highlighted the need to have a better understanding of the 
effectiveness of CSR in the civil society. The workshop was divided 
into four panels: Moving Beyond CSR – from Social Responsibility 
to Social Impact, The Role of CSR in the Financial Sector, Social 
Entrepreneurship and Millennials – a Force for Positive Change 
within Business, and Breaking Frontiers – Women Leaders’ 
Experiences as Social Drivers within Organizations.



NEW BRANCH OPENING
Bank Audi Jordan inaugurates a new branch in Taj Mall

Another month comes and brings with it yet another expansion 
to the Bank Audi branch network. In November, Bank Audi Jordan 
gladly expanded its reach by opening a new branch in Taj Mall 
in the capital, Amman. This expansion stems from the Bank’s 
strategic plan to grow in the country’s liveliest and most distinct 
regions. 

This new branch will offer products and services that are tailored 
to the Bank’s customers in the region, including diverse loans 
designed specifically with preferential benefits that meet their 
needs. Additionally, the Taj Mall branch is distinguished by its 
spacious and uniquely designed interior.
“This new branch is another calculated step towards achieving 
Bank Audi’s strategic plan of continuously improving banking 
and financial services,” says Mr. Fadi khoury, Head of Retail and 
Branch Network at Bank Audi Jordan.

To date, BAJO boasts a network of 14 branches and 26 ATMs 
spread across the Hashemite kingdom of Jordan, and the Bank 
plans to further expand this network further in the future.

New Branch Opening | Group picture of the new Taj Mall branch’s employees



BANCASSURANCE 
TROPHY WINNERS

BAEGY Bancassurance’s best performing branch for October

At Bank Audi, we have a steadfast belief that efforts should 
always be recognized, not just with a compliment and a smile, 
but also with a celebration. On November 9, 2016, BAEGY 
announced the Bancassurance Trophy Winners for October, in 
coordination with GIG – Egyptian Life Takaful.

The best performing branch was Gleem, under the management 
of Ramy Haggar, achieving the highest annualized premium with 
an API of EGP 129,600. To acknowledge the champion branch’s 
achievement, a celebration took place at the Gleem branch and 
was attended by Hanan Ouf, Regional Manager, Ahmed Aboabda, 
Area Manager, and Heba Hussein, Bancassurance Manager – 
ELTC.

Bancassurance Trophy Winners | Group picture of the team from Gleem branch



“People and Banks” Conference | BAEGY’s stand and representatives at the conference



“PEOPLE AND BANkS” 
CONFERENCE

BAEGY sponsors the support of unemployed and immigrating youths 

The youth of every generation are the future 
of every country; that is a belief that Bank 
Audi stands by. So in line with this belief, Bank 
Audi Egypt took it upon itself to sponsor a 
very important and influential conference that 
took place on November 21st and 22nd, 2016, 
at the Conrad Hotel. 

The conference themed “El Nas wl Bonouk” 
(People and Banks) addressed the importance 
of protecting Egypt’s youth from the 
unemployment crisis, as well as from illegal 
immigration. In order to implement this goal, 
the conference held workshops targeting 
mainly small and medium-sized business 
entrepreneurs, seeing as this is where most of 
this generation’s efforts are being deployed.

It was attended by representatives from 
BAEGY’s SME team, who seized this 
opportunity to promote Bank Audi’s SME 
products and services. During the event, Mr. 
Mohamed Nabil, BAEGY’s Premiere Cluster 
Head, received the “Best Employee” Award 

for Customer Service, which brings much pride 
to the Bank.

Furthermore, the conference was held 
under the patronage of Mr. Tarek Amer, 
Governor of the Central Bank of Egypt. Mr. 
Mohamed Fayed, BAEGY’s Deputy Chairman 
and Managing Director, was a speaker at 
the conference and gave a session about 
Financial Inclusion; the session discussed how 
citizens who have been deprived of their full 
rights could reach equality in order to take 
advantage of national projects, like the Social 
Housing Program.

Additionally, the conference featured other 
speakers, including Dr. Mohsen Adel, VP of 
Egyptian Society for Finance and Investment; 
Mr. Yasin Ali, President of the Financial 
Services Authority for the National Post; Eng. 
khaled Abbas, Assistant to Egypt’s Minister of 
Housing for Technical Affairs; and Mrs. Mai 
Abdel Hamid, Head of the Mortgage Finance 
Fund (MFF).



SOCIAL ECONOMIC 
AWARD 2016

Bank Audi receives a SEA award for the SME category

For the 6th consecutive year, First Protocol organized the Social 
Economic Award (SEA), a one-of-its-kind event to take place in 
Lebanon, which honors top performers of the public and private 
sectors. The SEA has taken place at Casino du Liban’s Salle des 
Ambassadeurs for the past five years.

The SEA is a pioneering event in the region as it presents awards 
to institutions for their outstanding CSR initiatives by inviting 
them to a gala dinner attended by the social and economic elite 
in Lebanon. This is meant to show the honored institutions moral 
support, and to encourage them to secure the ongoing growth of 
the national economy.

At the event, Bank Audi received the award for the SME category; 
this was based on the idea that the Bank is playing a major role 
in developing concepts and products that promote welfare, 
create employment opportunities, preserve identities, and have 
a positive national impact. The jury at the SEA consisted of 
socioeconomic experts that selected the winners, after an intricate 
screening process, based on transparent categorization following 
international standards and objectives.

Receiving the award on behalf of the Bank was Jean Traboulsi, 
Head of Marketing and Communications, who was accompanied 
by other members of the Bank, including Hassan Sabbah, Head of 
SME; Bechara Nader, Head of SME Credit; Carole Aoun, Head of 
Brand and Corporate Communication; and Niovi Daoud, Head of 
Corporate Communication. The event was widely covered by the 
media and press.



Social Economic Award 2016 | Carole Aoun (left) and Hassan Sabbah (right) with the organizers of the SEA 2016

Social Economic Award 2016 | Jean Traboulsi receiving the award on behalf of Bank Audi



Team Dynamics and Leadership Program | Team building training organized by the HR department at BAEGY



TEAM DYNAMICS AND 
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

BAEGY’s HR team organizes a team building training session

One of Bank Audi’s main assets is Human Capital. Hence, HR 
teams across all entities constantly work on ensuring that this 
value is further built upon through trainings that meet employees’ 
various needs. 

On October 19 and 20, 2016, Bank Audi Egypt’s HR team 
organized a Team Dynamics and Leadership Program, with 
the objective of developing and boosting team spirit among 
employees, to help them improve their professional and personal 
performance. The program included team building theoretical 
sessions, followed by team building Playoffs; this gave everyone 
the chance to implement what they’ve learned in a friendly, 
competitive, and motivating setting.

Following the session, the participants expressed their pleasure at 
having taken part in this program, acknowledging the importance 
of such trainings in expanding their abilities and providing 
an amusing way of practicing their newly acquired skills. The 
program’s organization was highly praised for its professionalism. 
Finally, everyone agreed upon one thing: all employees should 
definitely enroll in this program.



What better way to start this joyful winter season than with a warm, 
amusing, and friendly indoor event? On November 19, 2016, Bank 
Audi Egypt sponsored the Winter Whispers Event, a delightful 
gathering that was held at the Sofitel El Gezirah Hotel. 

The objective was to spread the winter cheer by supporting the 
country’s local vendors in strengthening their economic situation, 
exposing the public to these artisan businesses, and encouraging 
them to purchase local products. All in all, the event aimed to inspire 
kinship and support among the country’s citizens.

During the day, BAEGY promoted the new Shine Credit Card, by 
pampering several of the women attendees; the Bank treated them to 
free make-up sessions by some of Egypt’s best make-up artists.

Overall, the event was very successful, and BAEGY was praised for 
continuously supporting local small business owners and traders.

WINTER WHISPERS EVENT
BAEGY sponsors winter event aiming to support local vendors

Winter Whisper Event | BAEGY’s stand at the Winter Whispers event



BLOOD DONATION 
CAMPAIGN

Bank Audi organizes the 2nd blood drive of 2016

It is often said that, “People need to appreciate how precious life is”. And what 
could be a more precious gift to give in life than your own blood?  

After the success of its first blood drive with Donner Sang Compter (DSC) earlier 
this year, Bank Audi organized a second campaign on November 1st, 2016, in 
partnership with the Lebanese Red Cross. The blood drive took place in the Plaza 
Courtyard, where 47 generous employees voluntarily took part in the event. As 
a result, 38 units of blood were donated; to put the matter into perspective, that 
equals 114 lives saved.

A week after the initiative, successful donors received a card that allows them to 
receive 1 unit of blood should they need it, for themselves, a friend, or a relative. 
The initiative aimed to raise awareness about the importance of donating, as well 
as to support this cause and sustain the Bank’s commitment to the community.

Many people wouldn’t be alive today if it wasn’t for blood donors. So remember, 
you don’t have to be a doctor to be a hero; you can donate blood and save lives.



It is said that we should always “go the extra mile” to support our 
fellow humans and, ever since the start, Beirut Marathon has done 
that… quite literally, too!

Every year, people from all over Lebanon, as well as athletes from all 
over the globe, participate in this initiative; similarly, every year, Bank 
Audi encourages its employees to participate by giving them the 
chance to vote for their preferred charity.

So, on November 13, 2016, more than 43,000 athletes from 99 
countries partook in Beirut Marathon 2016, challenging themselves 
to run those extra miles for different causes. Bank Audi chose to run 
for Donner Sang Compter (DSC) – an NGO that creates a centralized 
database of potential blood donors for patients in need, answering 
the greatest possible number of demands all across Lebanon – and 
488 of the Bank’s employees with their families and friends ran the 
1 km, 5 km, 7 km, 21.1 km, and 42 km. The runners gathered in 
front of the cheering stand where Homebound, a local band of 
young talents supported by Bank Audi, played to motivate and inspire 
everyone present.

Amazingly enough, 3 stood out in their categories: Marilda Meouchy 
ranked 22 in her age category for the 42 k-run, Nicolas Semaan 
ranked 19 in his age category in the 21.1 k-run, and Mireille Semaan 
ranked 22 in her age category in the 21.1 k-run. Overall, Bank Audi 
ran 1555 km in total for DSC, which is a feat we are all proud of. 

BANk AUDI RUNS FOR A 
CAUSE

Bank Audi employees join the Beirut Marathon 2016 for DSC



Bank Audi Runs for a Cause | Group picture of Bank Audi employees who ran the Beirut marathon



Internal Sports Tournament 2016 | Employees compete against each other in the internal tournament



INTERNAL SPORTS 
TOURNAMENT 2016

Bank Audi employees turn into athletes for the day

This November, just like every year, Bank Audi Lebanon invited 
its employees to participate in the 5th Internal Sports Tournament 
organized by the Sports Club. And so on November 1st, 2016, all 
the participants, along with many other employees looking for 
fun, headed to Energy Club, zouk Mikhael, to see who would be 
crowned as this year’s champions.

During the whole day, contestants competed against each other, 
trying to prove that they were the best, as their colleagues and 
families cheered them on. And so, after a long and amusing day, 
the results came out and the best teams won.

In mini-football, Dahyeh Regional team won the gold. In the 
men’s street basketball category, Andre Bayeh, Moussa Charfa, 
and Roy Chalhoub won 1st place; for the women’s street 
basketball category, Raghida khoury, Carole Antoun, and 
Josephine Abou Rjeily’s team won the gold medal. The champion 
of the backgammon competition was Michel Tannous. The 
winners of the ping-pong competition were Ghassan Abi karam, 
for men, and Grace Semaan, for women. And finally, in the 
3-point shootout, Charbel Bou Chebel and Rachelle Rouhana 
championed the men and women’s categories, respectively.

To end, it is always a pleasure to attend and take part in Bank 
Audi’s Internal Sports Tournament; it is solid proof that the Bank 
represents a tightly wound family that enjoys fun and sibling 
rivalry, like every other.



What child doesn’t dream of going to the circus? That thrilling show 
full of glitz and glam; the stuff of dreams, really! And just like every 
year, Bank Audi partnered with the Ajyalouna NGO to procure 300 
tickets for its employees to attend Cirque du Liban’s most recent 
thrilling show: The Dragon Circus.

If the name doesn’t say it all, the Dragon Circus was a dream come 
true for everyone in the audience, from young to old, dazzling them 
and exceeding their wildest expectations. From clumsy clowns, to wild 
animals performing tricks, to acrobats and trapeze artists, to daredevils 
walking treacherous wires and doing crazy motorcycle stunts; the 
circus had it all, and more. 

Finally, following the show, Bank Audi’s employees, along with their 
families, expressed their happiness having watched the show and all 
its characters in action; clearly, it was a show for children of all ages, 
1 to 99.

DRAGON CIRCUS
Bank Audi’s employees attend Cirque du Liban’s latest show



Dragon Circus | Various parts of the many stunts at the Dragon Circus



Retail Day at Sanayeh Garden | Members of the Retail Department enjoying their day with the elderly



RETAIL DAY AT 
SANAYEH GARDEN

Members of the Retail Department spend a day with the elderly

Making someone smile is a big deal, especially when this 
someone has lived and seen a lot. That is why Bank Audi’s Retail 
Department partnered with different NGOs for the purpose of 
sharing time with the elderly and entertaining them.

So on November 5, 2016, 55 volunteers from Retail took a trip 
to the Sanayeh Garden, and spent a delightful morning with 
114 elders, playing games and sharing laughs. The highlight of 
the day, however, was a stretching session that was specifically 
designed for the elderly, to help them relax, distress, and feel 
agile. Afterwards, the volunteers served them lunch amid the 
beautiful scenery of the location.

The NGOs expressed their gratitude for the beautiful day and 
the amazing efforts of the volunteers. However, to the surprise 
of quite a few, it was the volunteers who had the most heartfelt 
experience; they found the company of the elderly to be very 
pleasant, and the whole day to be much more rewarding than 
they would’ve ever expected.



SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT GOALS

SDG 9 – Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure

As part of the CSR strategy, one of the five 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) adopted 
by Bank Audi’s CSR Committee is Industry, 
Innovation, and Infrastructure: to build a 
resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and 
sustainable industrialization, and to foster 
innovation.

Bank Audi continues to innovate with 
products and services that are in line with the 
latest trends in technology creating a cashless 
society, like Tap2Pay, audimobile, ATMs, ITMs, 
and the NOVO e-branch. Our audimobile 
application was Lebanon’s most downloaded 
financial application in 2015, with over 10,000 
daily interactions. The Bank also introduced 
a wide range of wearable devices that were 
added to the Tap2Pay family, such as cards, 
mobiles, stickers, watches, or bracelets.

Bank Audi has taken constructive steps to 
advance entrepreneurship and innovation 
around us, ultimately connecting small 

businesses with an entrepreneurial support 
mechanism, incubators, and accelerators, and 
providing them with the physical, material, 
and cognitive competencies needed to 
cultivate start-ups and businesses that drive 
growth and innovation.

With the creation of a new SME business 
line, we target small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) which constitute a key player in 
the local ecosystem and are backbone of 
economic health in Lebanon. In 2015 alone, 
66 SMEs were supported through low interest 
rate loans, reaching 460 beneficiaries, with 
a total value of USD 11 million. In trying to 
cater to different needs, we have adapted 
some of our facilities and servicing methods to 
disadvantaged or handicapped people. 

Accordingly, 58 branches, i.e. 78%, and 84% 
of our ATMs are accessible by the disabled. 
The Group Risk Committee has taken active 
steps towards further institutionalizing 



CSR at the heart of the business through 
the recent adoption of the International 
Finance Corporation (IFC) framework for 
the assessment of environmental and social 
risks and impacts. Hence, since 2014, Bank 
Audi has adopted and implemented an 
Environmental and Social Management System 
(ESMS) which guides the Bank’s approach 
for evaluating the environmental and social 
risks associated with our Corporate and 
Commercial Banking activities. For instance, 
in 2015, Bank Audi extended over USD 26 
million of environmental loans, subsidized by 
the Central Bank of Lebanon at preferential 
interest rates, and over USD 29,000 in 
sponsorships to various environmental and 
animal rights projects.

Opportunities for Shared Value:
-  Increase finance for public-private 

partnerships in transportation, renewable 
energy, and communications infrastructures. 

-  Ensure that infrastructure investments within 
the sphere of influence are environmentally 
sensitive and respond to the needs of low-
income users.

Examples of Global Best Practices:
-  Swedfund, the Swedish development 

finance institution, has entered into a unique 
cooperation with H&M to create a domestic 
textile industry in Ethiopia, which is both 
sustainable and responsible. It aims to create 
jobs with good working conditions that lift 
people out of poverty, especially women.

-  Munich Re, in partnership with other 
insurance members of the UNEP FI Principles 
for Sustainable Insurance Initiative, IFC of 
the World Bank Group, and academics, is 
conducting a global survey to understand 
whether and how ESG risks are integrated 
into surety bond underwriting for 
infrastructure projects. The overall aim is to 
develop internationally recognized guiding 
principles for surety bond underwriters 
when assessing ESG risks associated with 
infrastructure projects.

-  Aviva is investing £ 500 million annually in 
low-carbon infrastructure for the next five 
years. It will also target “carbon returns”, 
alongside financial returns on its investment, 
and is setting an associated carbon savings 
target of 100,000 tons of CO

2
 yearly for this 

investment.



SOCIAL NEWSFEED
FACEBOOk - Bank Audi Lebanon

With great enthusiasm, 488 employees 
from Bank Audi participated in the Beirut 
Marathon Association on November 13, 
2016 and ran for the benefit of DONNER 
SANG COMPTER to encourage Blood 
Donors. #BankAudiCSR

ينعاد على كل لبناني عايش االستقالل كل يوم 
#عيد ـ االستقالل

Likes: 3.4k
Comments: 67
Shares: 24

Likes: 2.2k
Comments: 19
Shares: 38

Likes: 1k
Comments: 33
Shares: 155

قّدم على القرض الشخصي ابتداًء من ٣٠ 
مليون ليرة لبنانية قبل نهاية كانون االول، واربح 

هدّية فورية عذوقك. للمزيد من المعلومات 
اتصل على ال 1570 او زور موقعنا:  

goo.gl/YDaAS6



SOCIAL NEWSFEED
FACEBOOk - Bank Audi Cards

Likes: 1.2k
Comments: 14
Shares: 45

Likes: 952
Comments: 4
Shares: 23

Likes: 957
Comments: 12
Shares: 8

Happy Independence Day! Sending love to Beirut on World Cities Day! Triangles are my favorite shape. Happy 
Nacho’s Day!



SOCIAL NEWSFEED
FACEBOOk - Bank Audi Spring Account

Want to win a goodie bag? It’s simple, 
just answer this question: How much do 
you need to open a Bank Audi Spring 
Account? You have till Wednesday, 11:55 
p.m. to participate. Winners will be chosen 
randomly.

Are you good at Math? Solve the equation 
for a chance to win an MP3 Player! You 
have until Sunday, 11:55 p.m. to participate. 
Winners will be chosen randomly.

It might just be your lucky day! Guess the 
name of this inventor for a chance to win 
an Apple TV! Hint: He’s a speaker today at 
the bdl accelerate event which you are all 
invited to attend! You habe until Sunday, 
11”55 p.m. to participate. Winners will be 
chosen randomly.

Likes: 1.2k
Comments: 226
Shares: 65

Likes: 1.7k
Comments: 449
Shares: 235

Likes: 1.3k
Comments: 510
Shares: 84



THE ONE GROUP TEAM

Jad Ibrahim, Saria Beainy, & Rachel Obeid Internal Communications
Samar Khoury & Bassam Antoun Copywriters

Corine Mouawad Graphic Designer

Contributors

Hasmig Khoury, Tracy Nehme CSR Lebanon
Niovi Daoud Marketing & Communications Lebanon

Amale Khoury HR Lebanon
Nouchka Hage EPSCS Lebanon

Işil Oruk Communications Odea Bank
Maria Samara Retail Lebanon

Noha Shaker Communications BAEGY
Ronza Qussous Retail BAJO




